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Abstract

This paper provides a novel justification for a declining time profile of unemployment benefits

that does not rely on moral hazard or consumption-smoothing considerations. We consider

a simple search environment with homogeneous workers and low- and high-productivity

firms. By introducing a declining time profile of benefits, the government can agect the

equilibrium wage profile in a manner that enhances the sorting of workers across low- and

high-productivity firms. We demonstrate that optimal government policy depends on the

dispersion and skewness of the firms’ productivity distribution.
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1 Introduction

A prevalent feature of unemployment benefit policy in most OECD countries is a declining

benefit schedule. The purpose of the current paper is to provide a normative justification

for this pattern. We argue that a declining benefit schedule may serve as a means to in-

ternalize matching externalities induced by search frictions in the labor market. Our focus

is on endogenous worker allocation across firms with digerent productivity levels and the

associated wage determination. We consider a tractable framework designed to capture the

essential feature of a labor-market with search frictions. The economy consists of homoge-

neous workers and low- and high-productivity firms. Each firm can costlessly post a vacancy

at a specified wage; there is random assignment of unemployed workers to job vacancies; and

each assigned worker decides whether or not to accept the job oger (no bargaining). Once

accepting a job oger, a worker does not continue to search (no on-the-job search). There is

an exogenous separation rate. The unemployment benefit system is introduced to internalize

the induced matching externalities reflected in the steady-state equilibrium.

In the benchmark case with no unemployment benefits, both types of firms will be active

and will oger the same wage, which will be accepted by any unemployed worker. As random

matching implies an identical matching probability of workers to low- and high-productivity

firms, average worker productivity will be relatively low. By introducing unemployment

benefits, the government may be able to agect the equilibrium wage profile in a manner that

enhances the average worker productivity by shifting workers from low- to high-productivity

firms.

In our setting, the government can choose between the benchmark regime and two forms

of intervention: a flat regime with high constant unemployment benefits over time, where

only high-productivity firms operate; and a two-tier regime with a decreasing time profile of
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benefits, where both low- and high-productivity firms operate and relatively more workers

are allocated to high-productivity firms. Using the term “sorting” to indicate the extent to

which workers are shifted from low- to high-productivity firms relative to the benchmark

case, we will henceforth refer to the benchmark regime as no-sorting, a flat regime with high

constant unemployment benefits as full-sorting, and a two-tier regime with a decreasing time

profile of benefits as partial-sorting.

The main result of this paper is that a decreasing time profile of benefits may be preferred

to a regime with constant benefits over time. This would be the case when there are moder-

ate digerences between firms’ productivity levels. The logic is as follows: low-productivity

firms oger lower wages than high-productivity firms.1 Workers at the beginning of their

unemployment spell, when benefits are high, turn down ogers to work in low-productivity

firms. This leads to voluntary unemployment and to more workers who search, shifting

employment to high-productivity firms. In this case, employment and average worker pro-

ductivity fall between what they would be with no unemployment benefits and with high,

constant unemployment benefits that would crowd out the low-productivity firms.

We demonstrate that optimal government policy for the time path of unemployment

benefits hinges on the properties of the firm productivity distribution. Sorting gains are

closely associated with the digerence in productivity between low- and high- productivity

firms. As may be expected, the larger this digerence is, the bigger the gain from the enhanced

sorting of workers across firms. Somewhat surprisingly, the proportion of high-productivity

firms also plays a key role. Specifically, if the productivity distribution is su�ciently right-

1 Mortensen (2003) provides evidence whereby wage dispersion for observationally equivalent workers

can be explained by more productive firms paying higher wages. For detailed empirical work, see Davis,
Haltiwanger and Schuh (1996), Abowd, Kramarz and Margolis (1999), Haltiwanger et al. (1999, 2007) and

Bartelsman et al. (2013).
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skewed, i.e., the proportion of high-productivity firms is small enough,2 the cost in terms of

reduced employment, implied by crowding out all low-productivity firms from the market, is

high. Hence, partial sorting dominates full sorting of workers, warranting the implementation

of a declining time profile of benefits. In contrast, when the productivity distribution is less

right-skewed, i.e., the proportion of high-productivity firms is big enough, full sorting and

hence a constant benefit schedule is optimal.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a review of the relevant literature,

and Section 3 describes some stylized facts about the time profile of unemployment benefit

systems. Section 4 outlines the set-up. Section 5 presents the benchmark of no unemployment

benefits while Section 6 shows two cases of government intervention — a flat unemployment

benefit schedule and a declining one. Section 7 outlines the government objective and derives

the optimal policy. In Section 8 we provide a numerical illustration. Section 9 concludes.

2 Literature Review

Our paper relates to two strands of the literature: the search literature and the literature on

optimal unemployment compensation policy. The search literature (for a recent survey see

Rogerson, Shimer andWright (2005)), typically identifies three main classes of search models:

random matching and bargaining, directed search and wage posting, and random matching

and wage posting. The first class (Pissarides (2000)), does not allow for the wage posting

behavior of firms and is not geared to explain wage dispersion, which is a salient feature of

our analysis. The second class (Moen (1997)), sometimes referred to as “competitive search

theory,” does share a key feature with the current approach: firms set wages optimally,

2 For empirical evidence on the skewness of the distribution of firm productivity, see Feng and Horrace

(2012). The much discussed skewness of the distribution of firm size (Luttmer (2007)) is consistent with our
model, as declining unemployment benefits imply that the expected number of workers per firm increases

with firm productivity.
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knowing that the probability of filling a job rises with the wage oger. Additionally, as in

Moen (2003), labor market segmentation arises due to the fact that firms cannot condition

wage ogers on the worker type and workers’ productivities diger across matches. But the

segmentation in the current paper does not take the form of sub-markets and the operation

of market makers; rather, it is due to exogenous productivity dispersion and the egects of

unemployment compensation policy. Most importantly, competitive search theory predicts

that the resulting allocation of workers across firms would be e�cient and would, therefore,

obviate the role of the unemployment benefit system in internalizing matching externalities,

which is a key feature of our analysis. The current paper belongs in the last class of models

(see Section 6 of Rogerson, Shimer and Wright (2005)) that emphasize search frictions and

lend themselves to examining the e�ciency-enhancing role of the unemployment-benefit

system. This class of models has been widely used in the microeconomic literature, with the

prominent example being the seminal work of Burdett and Mortensen (1998). For empirical

evidence on the prevalence of this type of wage setting in the US labor market, see Hall and

Krueger (2012).

A major line of research on the optimal design of unemployment compensation policy

has focused on issues of moral hazard and consumption smoothing; see Karni (1999) and

Tatsiramos and van Ours (2014) for surveys. This literature examines the impact of work

disincentives on the design of optimal schemes (the seminal papers are by Baily (1978),

Flemming (1978) and Shavell and Weiss (1979)). The main insight provided by the early

models was the desirability of a declining schedule, i.e. compensation should decline over the

spell of unemployment so as to mitigate the moral hazard egect. The early models have been

recently extended in several directions, some of them into general equilibrium frameworks.

Hopenhayn and Nicolini (1997), as a notable example, enlarge the set of instruments by al-

lowing for a wage tax after re-employment. This model preserves the sequencing structure of
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Shavell and Weiss (1979) and attains enhanced consumption smoothing. Other models have

incorporated allocation and matching elements. For example, Cremer et al. (1996) show

that when individuals are risk averse, they tend to choose unsuitable jobs as they cannot

agord waiting for suitable ones in terms of preferences and productivity. Providing a flat

unemployment benefit scheme can then enhance welfare by allowing workers to wait for the

right oger. This happens at a cost of pushing some workers into permanent unemployment.

In order to mitigate the tradeog between the two, a two-tier declining schedule is shown

to be desirable. This paper adds a novel adverse selection argument for a declining sched-

ule, namely reducing the subsidy to the permanently unemployed, who can not be readily

distinguished. Acemoglu and Shimer (1999) posit that unemployment compensation gener-

ates an increase in output, whereby more productive firms choose to oger higher wages and

more workers are assigned to those firms. This model has risk aversion at the heart of the

analysis and unemployment compensation has an insurance role. By ogering unemployment

compensation, apart from the consumption smoothing argument, the policy maker induces

risk-averse workers to take on a higher degree of unemployment risk, boosting investment

by firms. Their set-up is one with directed search, so externality issues do not arise. Wang

and Williamson (2002) evaluate alternative unemployment insurance schemes in a dynamic

economy with moral hazard. They consider changes in the size and duration of benefits,

and the egects of experience rating, and use a dynamic contracting approach to determine a

benchmark optimal allocation. They find that radical changes in the current system increase

welfare, but not by much. A move to full experience rating has distributional egects, but

aggregate egects are negligible.

The current paper does not belong in the above strand, as it does not consider issues of

risk aversion, consumption smoothing, moral hazard, or adverse selection. Rather it focuses

on the role unemployment compensation can play in attaining a better match between jobs
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and workers, deriving optimal policy in the face of productivity dispersion. The seminal

contribution in this context has been made by Diamond (1981), who discussed the role of

unemployment compensation in enhancing e�ciency in the context of a steady state search

model. In his model unemployment compensation makes job-taking use more stringent

standards, thereby raising the vacancy rate and improving the distribution of job ogers.

There are a number of more recent contributions that have dealt with related issues.

Marimon and Zilibotti (1999) show that unemployment compensation improves matching

between ex-ante heterogenous workers and ex-ante heterogenous firms under random match-

ing. Unemployment compensation serves to reduce worker-job mismatch, as without unem-

ployment compensation, workers would tend to accept unsuitable jobs. Cahuc and Lehmann

(2000) ask whether unemployment benefits should decrease with the unemployment spell in

a model where both job search intensity and wages are endogenous. The latter are set by

collective agreements bargained by insiders. It is shown that a declining time path of un-

employment benefits leads to wage increases when the tax rate is given. Such an egect may

imply an increase in unemployment and counteracts the response of job search intensity that

can be found in standard job search models, with a given wage distribution. Calibration

exercises show that it costs twice as much in terms of welfare loss for the long-term unem-

ployed workers to reduce the unemployment rate by 1% when wages are endogenous than in

the standard job search model. Fredriksson and Holmlund (2001) use a standard Pissarides

(2000) framework to analyze the equilibrium egects of time-varying unemployment compen-

sation. They find that an optimal scheme — under certain conditions — has compensation

decline over time. This is so because of an ‘entitlement egect’, according to which raising

the compensation ogered to the insured induces additional search egort among the unin-

sured, bringing them more quickly to employment, which results in future unemployment

compensation eligibility. Burkhard (2003) studies the egects of a two-tier unemployment
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compensation system in a general equilibrium job search model with endogenous distribu-

tions of income, wealth, and employment. The model is calibrated to match the German

economy. Two key results are that employment is a decreasing function of both unemploy-

ment insurance and unemployment assistance, and optimal unemployment compensation

follows a declining time path. Finally, Albrecht and Vroman (2005) present a model of wage

posting, matching, declining unemployment compensation, and a two-tier wage system in

equilibrium, as is the case in the current paper. They show how time-varying unemployment

compensation can generate wage dispersion even though firms and workers are homogenous.

The last group of papers typically does not contain the two key ingredients of the current

paper together: firm productivity dispersion, which agects both wage ogers and matching,

coupled with a normative analysis of optimal policy. The current paper is thus able to

revisit the case for a declining time profile of unemployment benefits and to provide a novel

justification. To summarize our approach: We follow Mortensen (1977), Diamond (1981),

Albrecht and Axell (1984) and Marimon and Zilibotti (1999) in viewing unemployment

benefits as a search subsidy, and we study the role policy may play in attaining a better match

between jobs and workers. The crucial insight is that in a search environment where the

assignment of unemployed workers to heterogenous firms is uncoordinated, there is a tradeog

between employment and average worker productivity. As this tradeog is not adequately

reflected in the equilibrium wage profile, unemployment benefits may help to internalize

these matching externalities.

3 Stylized Facts on the Time Path of Unemployment

Benefits

Unemployment benefits in practice reflect a large number of important policy choices includ-

ing, amongst others, the time path of benefits, the earnings base, and the eligibility criteria
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such as means-testing, age and qualifying period. The policy decision on which we focus in

this paper is the time path of benefits. A prevalent feature of unemployment benefit policy

in most OECD countries is a declining benefit schedule, which can take two forms. The first

is to have explicitly declining benefits as, for example, in Italy, the Netherlands, Poland,

Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. The second is to have an implicit two-tier system, whereby

unemployment benefits are ogered for a limited period and are then subsequently replaced

by social/income assistance at a lower level. Within both structures, durations vary a lot

across countries, from a low of fourteen weeks to a maximum of six years (or even with no

limit, as in Australia), but are typically around a quarter to a year.3

4 The Set-Up

There is a continuum of homogeneous risk-neutral workers with a measure O A 0 and a

continuum of firms with a measure P A O. Firms diger in the technology they possess. A

proportion s 5 (0> 1) of firms have high productivity and worker’s output per period is {,

while a proportion 1� s have low productivity and worker’s output per period is { 5 (0> {).

High-productivity firms are relatively scarce. In particular, we assume that s ? O@P , which

implies that even in a frictionless labor market all the workers cannot simultaneously work

in high-productivity firms. The mean of the firms’ productivities is � � s{+ (1� s){, and

the digerence in their productivities is � � {�{. Firms maximize their discounted expected

profits. Each firm can employ one worker and costlessly post a vacancy at a specified wage

and each unemployed worker can costlessly apply to one vacancy per period.

There is no on-the-job search. The assignment of unemployed workers to vacancies occurs

at the end of a period. It is random and governed by a constant-returns-to-scale matching

3 See Tatsiramos and van Ours (2014, Table 2), and for updated statistics, the following website

http://www.oecd.org/els/benefitsandwagesstatistics.htm.
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function p(X> Y ), where p denotes the measure of matches, X the measure of unemployed

workers, and Y the measure of vacancies.4 Workers maximize their discounted expected

income. A worker who is matched to a vacancy decides whether to accept the firm’s oger of

a wage which s/he will receive for the duration of employment in the firm. An unmatched

worker or a matched worker who rejects a firm’s oger remains unemployed in the next period.

The imputed value of leisure is normalized to zero, with no loss of generality. A successful

match terminates with an exogenous probability v A 0. To close the model, we assume that

the firms are owned equally by all the workers who therefore receive an equal share of the

profits.

5 The Benchmark Regime: No Unemployment Bene-

fits

We start by characterizing the equilibrium in a benchmark regime without government

provision of unemployment benefits.

Let Y Q and XQ denote, respectively, the measures of vacancies and unemployed workers,

and � 5 (0> 1) the workers’ discount factor. The continuation value for an unemployed worker

is

K = �[qmax(M>K) + (1� q)K]> (1)

where

M = z + �[(1� v)M + vK] (2)

4 For empirical evidence on random matching see Petrongolo and Pissarides (2001). The random matching

assumption seems an appropriate way of capturing labor market frictions. These underlie the potential gain

from government intervention discussed below.
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is the continuation value for an employed worker, and

q =
p(XQ > Y Q)

XQ
(3)

is the probability of being matched with a firm.

The continuation value of a filled vacancy in a firm with productivity { ogering the wage

z is

D({>z) = {� z + � [(1� v)D({>z) + vE({>z)] > (4)

where

E({>z) = � {j(z)D({>z) + [1� j(z)] ({>z)} (5)

is the continuation value of an unfilled vacancy in such a firm,

j(z) =
p(XQ > Y Q)

Y Q

is the probability of filling a vacancy, and the firms’ discount factor, �, is identical to that

of the workers.

As employed workers do not search, a firm’s posted wage oger must coincide with the

workers’ reservation wage (as in Diamond (1971)). In other words, unemployed workers

must be indigerent between accepting and rejecting the wage oger, that is, the equilibrium

wage satisfies M = K. As the value of leisure is normalized to zero, the equilibrium wage is

zero and therefore all firms will be active. Unemployed workers will be randomly assigned

to vacancies across the two kinds of firms, and any job oger will be accepted. Consequently,

the assignment of workers across jobs will be random.

In an equilibrium, the flow of successful matches between unemployed workers and firms

equals the flow into unemployment of workers due to job separations, i.e.,

p(XQ > Y Q) = v
¡
P � Y Q

¢
= (6)
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In addition, the measure of filled vacancies is equal to the measure of employed workers, i.e.,

P � Y Q = O� XQ = (7)

6 Government Benefits Policy

We now allow the government to provide unemployment benefits. We assume that gov-

ernment expenditures on unemployment benefits are financed by a lump-sum tax levied on

all workers (employed and unemployed) and hence not agecting the choices of workers and

firms.5

6.1 Flat Unemployment Benefit Regimes

Suppose unemployment benefits, denoted by �, are constant over time. Then, there are two

possibilities to consider. If � ? {, all firms will be active, and the assignment of workers

and aggregate output in equilibrium will be as in the benchmark case without government

intervention. Formally, the equilibrium measures of unemployment and vacancies will be

determined by the same flow conditions (6) and (7) as in the benchmark regime without

unemployment benefits, and the government’s (balanced) budget constraint is given by

dXQ = wO>

where w denotes a lump-sum tax levied on both employed and unemployed workers. Fur-

thermore, the equilibrium wage will coincide with the workers’ reservation wage, which is

now �.

5 We make the following four assumptions: (1) The government has no revenue needs. (2) The fiscal
system entails no distortions (allowing us to focus on the ine�ciency associated with the matching exter-
nalities and the role of the unemployment benefit system in internalizing these). (3) The fiscal system is

sustainable in that the government can raise enough funds to finance the cost of the unemployment benefit
system. A su�cient condition for the latter is that the separation rate, v, and hence the unemployment rate
is small enough. (4) Capital markets are perfect implying that there are no binding liquidity constraints so

that lump sum taxation is feasible.
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In contrast, if { ? � ? {, only high-productivity firms will be active, unemployed

workers will be randomly assigned to vacancies posted by these firms, and all wage ogers

will be accepted. Hence, the equilibrium measures of unemployment, XI , and of vacancies,

Y I , will be determined by the flow condition

p(XI > Y I ) = v
¡
sP � Y I

¢
(8)

together with the condition that the measure of jobs filled is equal to the measure of employed

workers, i.e.,

sP � Y I = O� XI = (9)

Thus, the equilibrium wage will again be equal to the workers’ reservation wage which is �.

The government’s (balanced) budget constraint is given by

dXI = wO>

where w denotes a lump-sum tax levied on both employed and unemployed workers.

6.2 A Two-Tier Unemployment Benefit Regime

Now suppose newly unemployed workers receive two periods of high unemployment benefits

followed by an indefinite period of lower benefits. In such a regime, short-term unemployed

workers (one or two periods of unemployment) get unemployment benefit }, whereas long-

term unemployed workers get benefit d, where d ? }. We will derive an equilibrium in which

the low-productivity firms oger a low wage, z, and the high-productivity firms oger a high

wage, z, where z ? z.

We first consider unemployed workers. These can be divided into those who are (i) in

their first period of an unemployment spell; (ii) in their second period of an unemployment
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spell; and (iii) unemployed for more than two periods during their current unemployment

spell.

Let Y and Y denote the measures of vacancies posted by firms ogering the low and high

wage rates, respectively, Y S � Y + Y the measure of all vacancies, and XS the measure of

unemployed workers. The probabilities of being matched with firms ogering low and high

wage rates are then

q =
p(XS > Y S )

XS

Y

Y S
>

q =
p(XS > Y S )

XS

Y

Y S
=

The continuation values associated with workers in the first period of their current un-

employment spell is

K1 = } + �[qmax(Mz> K2) + qmax(Mz>K2) + (1� q� q)K2]> (10)

that associated with workers in the second period of their current unemployment spell is

K2 = } + �[qmax(Mz>KD3) + qmax(Mz> KD3) + (1� q� q)KD3]> (11)

and that associated with workers unemployed for at least three periods in their current

unemployment spell is

KD3 = d+ �[qmax(Mz>KD3) + qmax(Mz>KD3) + (1� q� q)KD3]> (12)

where

Mz = z + �[(1� v)Mz + vK1] (13)

Mz = z + �[(1� v)Mz + vK1] (14)
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denote the continuation values associated with holding low and high wage jobs.6

We next consider firms. The continuation value of a filled vacancy in a firm with pro-

ductivity { ogering the wage z 5 {z>z} is again given by conditions (4) and (5), where the

probability of filling a high-wage (low-wage) vacancy, respectively, is given by

j(z) =
p(XS > Y S )

Y S
>

j(z) =
p(XS > Y S )

Y S

µ
XS � X1

XS

¶

with X1 � v(O � XS ) denoting the measure of unemployed workers in their first period of

unemployment. The term (XS �X1)@X
S is less than unity and captures the fact that only a

proportion of the matches with low-wage vacancies are successful as first-period unemployed

workers turn down low-wage ogers. Consequently, ogering the higher wage increases the

likelihood of filling a vacancy.

As employed workers do not search, a firm’s posted wage oger must coincide with one

of the reservation wage rates. That is, workers unemployed for more than one period must

be indigerent between accepting and rejecting the low wage oger, i.e., Mz = KD3, whereas

workers unemployed in the first period must be indigerent between accepting and rejecting

the high wage oger, i.e., Mz = K2.

Using equations (10)-(14) we obtain that in equilibrium the wage rates are implicitly

given by

} � d =
z � z

1� �(1� v)
> (15)

z = (} � d)[1� � + �q� �2v(1� q)] + d= (16)

6 Note that the subscript of K refers to the length of the current unemployment spell and not to absolute

time.
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In equilibrium the following flow conditions must also hold

j(z)Y = v
¡
sP � Y

¢
> (17)

j(z)Y = v[(1� s)P � Y ]= (18)

Condition (17) states that the flow of successful matches between unemployed workers and

high-productivity firms (the left-hand side) equals the flow into unemployment of workers due

to separations from high-productivity firms (the right-hand side). Similarly, Condition (18)

states that the flow of successful matches between unemployed workers and low-productivity

firms equals the flow into unemployment of workers due to separations from low-productivity

firms.7

In addition, in equilibrium the measure of filled vacancies is equal to the measure of

employed workers,

P � Y S = O� XS = (19)

As low-productivity firms must find it optimal to post a low wage oger, i.e., the discounted

expected profits associated with paying the low wage weakly exceeds that associated with

paying the high wage, we have that

E ({>z) � E({>z)= (20)

Similarly as high-productivity firms must find it optimal to post a high wage oger,

E({>z) � E ({>z) = (21)

7 Fully di�erentiating equations (17) and (18) with respect to v we can obtain an expression for CXS@Cv.

For technical reasons we assume that limv$0(CX
S@Cv) ? 4. This property holds for a large class of

matching functions, including the commonly used Cobb-Douglas specification.
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By properly choosing the policy parameters d and }, we can ensure that there exists a

two-tier equilibrium. Formally, manipulating conditions (4) and (5) yields

E({>z) = N(z)({� z)>

where

N(z) �
�j(z)

(1� �) [1� �(1� v) + �j(z)]
=

Now, let z = {� �, and z = {+ �, where � A 0. Inequality (20) is satisfied as z A { so

that low-productivity firms will never choose to oger the high wage. Inequality (21) holds if

and only if

� �
[N(z)�N(z)] ({� {)

N(z) +N(z)
=

As j(z) A j(z), it follows that N(z) � N(z) A 0. Hence, there exist values of � that

satisfy both (20) and (21). After substituting for z and z, the policy parameters d and }

are implicitly given by equations (15) and (16).

As a consequence, there exists a two-wage equilibrium with two-tier unemployment ben-

efits. In this equilibrium, conditions (17), (18), and (19) determine the measures of unem-

ployment, XS , and of vacancies posted by firms ogering high and low wage rates, Y and

Y .

The lump-sum tax, w, is set so at to satisfy the government’s budget constraint which is

now given by

d(XS � X1) + }X1 = wO=

7 The Government Objective and Optimal Policy

A worker’s utility coincides with his net income, which is the sum of his labor income, the

net benefits received from the government, and his share of distributed profits. We assume
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that the government seeks to maximize the sum of the workers’ utilities, which is equivalent

to maximizing aggregate output.

Due to matching frictions, the allocation of workers obtained under the benchmark setting

does not generally achieve this aim. The equilibrium wage ogered by both types of firms will

be the same and therefore will not reflect firms’ productivities. Firms are unable to signal

their productivities via wage posting with the result that sorting externalities emerge. There

is no sorting of workers across low- and high-productivity firms with the random matching

of workers, although some sorting may be desirable when productivities are su�ciently

dispersed. As we show below, unemployment benefits may serve to internalize these sorting

externalities.

In the benchmark case both types of firms are active and all unemployment is involuntary.

There is no sorting of workers across the two types of firms, so aggregate output is given by

ZQ = (O� XQ)[s{+ (1� s){]

= (O� XQ)�= (22)

In light of the characterization of possible equilibria delineated above, there are two alter-

native configurations of unemployment benefits that need to be considered. One possibility

is a flat regime whereby the benefit level is set high enough so that only the high-productivity

firms are active, all unemployment is involuntary and any wage oger is accepted.8 Workers

are fully sorted across low- and high-productivity firms, and as a consequence aggregate

8 Given that the government objective is to maximize aggregate output, and hence sets aside redistributive

concerns, a flat regime whereby the benefit level is set so low such that all firms are active, coincides with
the benchmark regime without unemployment benefits.
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output is given by

ZI = (O� XI ){ (23)

= (O� XI )[�+ (1� s)�]=

A second possibility is a two-tier regime of unemployment benefits that supports a two-

wage equilibrium in which both types of firms are active and voluntary unemployment

emerges with low wage ogers rejected by the short-term unemployed. Workers are par-

tially sorted over low- and high-productivity firms, and the associated aggregate output is

given by

ZS = (O� XS )[t{+ (1� t){] (24)

= (O� XS )[�+ (t � s)�]>

where Conditions (17) and (18) imply that s ? t ? 1; t lies between s and unity, which are

the fractions of workers assigned to high productivity firms under no sorting and full sorting.

Thus, the equilibrium associated with a two-tier regime (declining benefits) features partial

sorting of workers across firms.

In attempting to maximize aggregate output, there is a tradeog between employment

and average worker productivity. There are three possible results, depending on the value �

of the digerence in the firms’ productivities:

Under no sorting of workers, all firms are active and there is no voluntary unemployment;

therefore, employment is the highest possible. However, the quality of matches is relatively

poor due to the random nature of the matching process, which implies the same matching

probability in low- and high-productivity firms. For a given mean � of the firms’ productiv-

ities, when the digerence in the firms’ productivities � is small, much is to be gained from

increased employment and little to be lost from a reduction in average worker productivity
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due to there being no sorting of workers. In this case, ZQ exceeds both ZI and ZS so

that no sorting maximizes aggregate output. Thus, no intervention is called for.

In contrast, under full sorting of workers, low-productivity firms are inactive. Therefore,

employment is low while average worker productivity is the highest possible, as all matches

involve high-productivity firms. When the digerence in the firms’ productivities � is large,

the sorting consideration prevails. In this case, ZI exceeds both ZQ and ZS so that full

sorting of workers maximizes aggregate output.

When the digerence in the firms’ productivities � is in an intermediate range, the gain

from high employment with no sorting of workers is not large enough to justify not increasing

average worker productivity by enhanced sorting, and the gain from full sorting of workers

is not large enough to justify crowding out the low-productivity firms with its associated

reduction in employment. Partial sorting of workers then constitutes a fitting compromise

between no and full sorting. It implies that ZS exceeds ZQ and ZI so that partial

sorting maximizes aggregate output. Low-productivity firms remain active, but have a lower

probability of filling a vacancy than their high-productivity counterparts. This would result

in less employment than under no sorting but more than under full sorting of workers.

The following proposition characterizes the social optimum as a function of the pro-

ductivity digerence, �. We focus on the empirically relevant case of low separation rates.9

Proposition For given s and � and a low v, there exist cutog levels � and � of �,

0 ? � ? � ? �@s, such that social welfare is maximized by:

(l) the no-sorting configuration for � ? �;

9 U.S. data on monthly separation rates indicate an average of about 1.5%, which is consistent with the

example worked out in the next section (see, for example, Yashiv (2007, Table 1b) and Elsby et al. (2013,

Figure 2)).
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(ll) the partial-sorting configuration for � � � � �; and

(lll) the full-sorting configuration for � ? � ? �@s.

Proof See Appendix.

The optimal sorting of workers depends on the dispersion of productivities as measured by

�. Given the proportion s of high-productivity firms, the optimal degree of sorting increases

in �. That is, if � is low enough, no sorting is called for. Increasing � moderately shifts the

economy into a region where partial sorting is desirable. As � becomes high enough, full

sorting becomes optimal.

In particular, there exist combinations of s and � for which social welfare is maximized

under partial sorting of workers. As we have shown that a regime with declining unemploy-

ment benefits is needed in order to obtain such partial-sorting equilibrium, the implication

is that an unemployment benefit policy with a decreasing time profile is optimal in this case.

Thus, we obtain the result that declining benefits may be optimal without having to invoke

the standard argument in the literature that declining benefits serve as a means to mitigate

the tradeog between consumption smoothing and moral hazard.10

8 A Numerical Illustration

To further explore the properties of the social optimum, we consider the following numerical

example. We setP = 100, O = 70, v = 0=01, and � = 10, and let the matching function take

the form11 p(X> Y ) = 0=1 � X0=5Y 0=5. The figure depicts the optimal sorting configuration

for various combinations of the proportion s of high-productivity firms and the productivity

10 When no sorting is optimal, there is no need for unemployment benefits. In contrast, when full sorting
is optimal, a flat regime with su�ciently high unemployment benefits is warranted.

11 The constant-returns-to-scale Cobb-Douglas matching function has wide empirical support (see Petron-

golo and Pissarides (2001)). Yashiv (2000) and Borowczyk-Martins at al. (2013) provide detailed estimates

and discussion.
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digerence � between high- and low- productivity firms. As the definitions of � and � imply

that { = �� s�, the fact that { A 0 implies that � ? �@s. The feasible combinations of s

and � therefore lie below the dashed curve � = 10@s.

Figure

Inspection of the figure reveals the following:

(i) There exists a wide range of parameter values for which partial sorting of workers

maximizes social welfare.

(ii) The welfare dominance of the partial sorting regime occurs over an intermediate

range of productivity dispersion.

(iii) Given a � for which at least some sorting is called for, there exists a threshold level of

s below which partial sorting is desirable and above which full sorting is the optimal choice.

The reason is that for a su�ciently right-skewed productivity distribution (that is, for a

su�ciently small s), shifting from partial to full sorting by crowding out all low-productivity

firms is too costly in terms of the associated reduction in employment. In contrast, with

a less right-skewed productivity distribution, the sorting-employment tradeog tilts in the

other direction and calls for implementation of the full-sorting regime.

(iv) The curve separating the regions where partial and full sorting constitute opti-

mal policy consists of the combinations of s and � for which the government is indigerent

between implementing the partial and the full sorting regimes. The curve is downward slop-

ing, reflecting the fundamental tension between dispersion and skewness of the productivity

distribution: the larger is the dispersion of productivities, the stronger is the case for en-

hancing the sorting by shifting from a partial- to a full-sorting regime; in contrast, a more

right-skewed productivity distribution works in the direction of shifting policy from full to

partial sorting.
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9 Concluding Remarks

This paper has shown that the commonly observed policy of declining unemployment ben-

efits may be an e�cient way of internalizing externalities that are generated by the sorting

of workers across firms in a labor market with matching frictions. Accordingly, a two-tier

declining unemployment benefit system may be desirable even in the absence of consumption-

smoothing and moral-hazard considerations. For a wide range of parameter values, declining

unemployment benefits will be preferred to flat unemployment benefits as the former max-

imize aggregate output by striking an optimal balance between employment and average

worker productivity.

We focus on the role of unemployment benefits as a means to internalize matching exter-

nalities. Assuming non-directed search (random matching), wage posting, and no on-the-job

search render the model tractable and the presence of composition externalities more man-

ifest. Nonetheless, our key qualitative results will remain valid in a setting that partially

relaxes these assumptions. In such a more general framework there would be wage dis-

persion even in the benchmark case without unemployment benefits, with high-productivity

firms ogering higher wages and being more likely to fill their vacancies than low-productivity

firms. Such wage dispersion might reduce the attainable gain from the introduction of un-

employment benefits but maintain the tension between average worker productivity and

employment.

The analysis highlights the close link between the properties of the productivity distri-

bution and optimal policy choice. We emphasize the key role played by the asymmetric

nature of technological dispersion, namely the extent to which the productivity distribution

is skewed to the right, on the sorting-employment tradeog faced by the government. In

particular, when the productivity distribution is su�ciently skewed to the right, choosing
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full rather than partial sorting is too costly in terms of reduced employment, with the result

that a declining unemployment benefit policy is to be preferred.

Our main contribution is to identify an hitherto overlooked normative justification for the

common pattern of a decreasing time profile of unemployment benefits. For this purpose we

consider a tractable setting which compares between a flat regime and a two-tier declining

benefit system, where the duration of the first tier is fixed and workers are restricted to

pure strategies. We have not attempted to provide a general characterization of the social

optimum. A natural extension would be to fully characterize the optimal unemployment

benefit schedule with a two-tier regime having a flexible duration of the first tier and allowing

for workers mixing over accepting and rejecting ogers.
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Appendix

Proof of the Proposition

Fix s and �. By virtue of equations (22)-(24), the social welfare associated with the no-,

partial- and full-sorting configurations are then linear in �. Hence, by the implied single-

crossing property, the set of � for which each configuration maximizes social welfare is given

by a (possibly empty) interval. Since the no-sorting configuration maximizes employment

(for any v), for � $ 0, and hence by continuity considerations for small values of �, the

no-sorting configuration also maximizes social welfare.

We will next show that for low values of v and large values of �, the full-sorting con-

figuration maximizes social welfare. Using equations (17) and (18) for the partial-sorting

equilibrium, we obtain that

(sP � Y )Y

[(1� s)P � Y ]Y
=

XS

(1 + v)XS � vO
= (25)

Equations (17) and (18) also imply that 0 ? Y ? sP and 0 ? Y ? (1 � s)P ; so

the term on the right-hand side of equation (25) is positive. Hence, (1 + v)XS � vO A 0.

Invoking a first-order approximation at v $ 0, for low values of v> using the fact that

limv<0 X
S = 0, we have that (1 + v)XS � vO '

£
limv<0(CX

S@Cv)� O
¤
v A 0.12 Thus,

limv<0(CX
S@Cv) � O A 0. Taking the limit of the term on the right-hand side of equation

(25) as v$ 0, applying L’Hôpital’s rule (as limv<0 X
S = 0), yields

lim
v<0

XS

(1 + v)XS � vO

=
limv<0(CX

S@Cv)

limv<0(CXS@Cv)� O
5 (1>4)=

12 By assumption, limv$0(CX
S @Cv) ?4. See footnote 7.
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Equation (25) then shows that

lim
v<0

(sP � Y )Y

[(1� s)P � Y ]Y
5 (1>4)>

which implies that limv<0 Y A 0.13

Taking the limit as � approaches its upper bound �@s, using the fact that limv<0 X
Q =

limv<0 X
S = 0 and XI = O � sP ,14 we obtain that limv<0Z

Q = O�, limv<0Z
I = P�

and limv<0Z
S = (P�Y @s)�. AsP A O and limv<0 Y A 0, it follows that for � $ �@s the

full-sorting configuration maximizes social welfare. Hence, by continuity considerations, for

large values of � and low values of v, the full-sorting configuration maximizes social welfare.

We conclude that for low v there exist two cutog levels for �, � and � satisfying � �

� ? �@s, such that social welfare is maximized by the no-sorting configuration for � � �

and by the full-sorting configuration for � � � � �@s. To complete the proof it remains

to be shown that � ? �, so that there exist �’s for which the partial-sorting configuration

maximizes social welfare.

To do so, consider again the limiting case where v goes to zero. As limv<0Z
Q = O� and

limv<0Z
I = sP [�+ (1� s)�], it follows that

limv<0Z
Q A limv<0Z

I

/
(O� sP)�

(1� s)P
A s�=

13 To see this, assume that limv$0 Y = 0= As P � limv$0 Y � limv$0 Y = O� limv$0 X
S , P A O, and

limv$0 X
S = 0, it follows that limv$0 Y A 0= Thus,

lim
v$0

(sP � Y )Y

[(1� s)P � Y ]Y
=4>

which implies a contradiction. Therefore, limv$0 Y A 0.

14 When v$ 0, there is no frictional unemployment. Thus, the level of employment equals the smaller of

the measure of workers and the measure of active firms. Thus, in the no- and partial-sorting configurations
the level of employment is O, and in the full-sorting configuration is sP .
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Thus, for low values of v, the no-sorting dominates the full-sorting configuration for values

of � that are su�ciently small to satisfy this inequality.

Now, fix some positive � which satisfies the above inequality and consider the limiting

case where v$ 0. Note that limv<0Z
S = O [�+ (limv<0 t � s)�] (where t has earlier been

defined as the fraction of workers in high-productivity firms). In order to show that partial

sorting maximizes social welfare, it therefore su�ces to show that

limv<0Z
S A limv<0Z

Q

/ limv<0 t A s=

Now, as limv<0 Y A 0, it follows that (1�s)P� limv<0 Y A 0 because total employment

would otherwise be sP � limv<0 Y ? sP ? O, contradicting that in the limit for v$ 0 the

total employment would equal O. Recalling that

lim
v<0

(sP � Y )Y

[(1� s)P � Y ]Y
A 1>

it follows that

s lim
v<0

Y A (1� s) lim
v<0

Y >

and hence that

lim
v<0

t =
sP � limv<0 Y

P � limv<0 Y � limv<0 Y

A s=

Thus, for the fixed value of � and low values of v, the partial-sorting configuration dominates

the no-sorting and hence also the full-sorting configuration. ¤
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